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Officials fig.ht for med school's ;survival
By Jennifer P. Moran ·

Gov.

- ~ -- - - -

Gaston Caperton, and

Marshall's medical school
graduates stay in the state.
A nine-member task force
met later in the day to discuss
alternative solutions to school
the West Virginia School of
funding in the state, said
.Medicine and the West Vir- _ pact budget in the U.S.," "Outreach activities have been Charles W. Manning, chancelginia School of Osteopathic McKown said.
going on for some time - not lor of the Board of Trustees.
Medicine for limited state
Officials-are asking for an because it has become an isSuggestions include admineducation funding.
.
additional $1 million to cover sue, but because that's the istrative or academic mergers
. Caperton said the state c~- operating deficits stemming direction that medical educa; ofthe med schools and absorbnot afford to maintain three from mandated pay raises and tion needs to take in the state." ing the ·School of Osteopathic
medical schools in the state. · unfunded fringe benefits.
Another concern addressed Medicine into one of them.
"We're not asking for an
McKown emphasized involved the state's loss ofWest
The task force will make its
expanded budget-we believe . Marshall's role in providing Virginia-educated physicians. recommendations to the govwe have the best, most com- rural health care services. McKown said 40 percent of ernor Feb. 11.
'

Reporter------- whether Marshall will be al- • After Gov. Caperton said the state couldn't afford to
lowed enough funding to main- support all three medical schools, Marshall officials
CHARLESTON - Marshall tain its medical school.
University School of Medicine
Marshall is competing with say theirs has the best budget in the country.
officials described themselves
as "lean and meap" in a presentation Tuesday to the House
subcommittee on education.
"Marshall is obviously under scrutiny, but we feel confident we'll survive: said Dr.
Charles McKown, dean of the
School of Medicine.
Officials are concerned over
spending cuts suggested by

Committee
recommends
fee in.c rease

. Bringing renovation down to a science

$3 hike awaits -Gould's· OK
By Chris Johnson

Reporter

The Committee to Study Student Fees
will recommend an overall $3 increase
in each student's in institutional activity fees when it submits its report to
the university president in a few weeks. ·
Committee members will recommend cuts in the fees received by UniversityTheatre, Programming Student
Activities and the Identification Card
service, according to Jame A Buresch,
a student committee member.
The committee serves an an advisory .
board to the president who may accept
or reject any or all recommendations.
The 14 activities up for review asked
for a total increase of$22.75.
Full-time students now pay $148.50
a student each semester. The nine voting members, made up of four faculty
Phclo by David L swtr1
members and five students, proposed
The basement is only one area of the Science Building currently being renovated. Officials now say the renovations should be ·
that amount be increased to $151.50.
completed by 1992. See related story on Page 5.
• University Theatre, which presently receives $2 a student, did not
request an increase. The committee
voted to cut its fees by 10 cents a
student because -members want the
College ofFine Arts to shoulder more of
the financial burden, Buresch said.
By Lin Taylor
A Housing official said the replace- lor said.
"Services that deal with non-necessi- Reporter __________ ment arts cost.approximately $116 for .
Taylor said the money to pay for
ties - like theater - should be more
labor and materials like cylinders and damages came from funds used to
frugal," said Heather L Ramsay, comLaidley Hall residents faced a sticky key blanks.
purchase special itema for the resimittee member and Student Govern- situation Monday night when the doors
Myra Taylor, Laidley Tesident direc- dence hall.
ment vice president. ~e are hitting a to their rooms were sealed with glue. tor and Fayetteville graduate student,.
Residents' plans to purchase a pool
rec~ssion ~d students .s~ouI,:m't be
According to Marshall University said eight locks, including her apart- table had to be abandoned to pay for
paying for it (non-neceSSities).
Police Department reports five resi- ment door, had·been glued last semes- the repairs.
• Identification C~ services gets 35 dents returned to their s~ond-floor ter and •cost a great deal more" than
•we21 have t~ buy_ something
cents a student and did not request an rooms and found their locks clogged Monday's incidents.
smaller, Taylor 881d.
•.v . , ·, , , ,._•,·, · .. ._ • · ·S.FEES,,~Ql·I ~ .wid)a)ae_. ... .'.• ·H., ,._.•. •. ,·.··· ·'•· · · ·· : •.•.• .,'They'.n-not.~ g;anyone;";.,Tay-- , i Polic:ie.have.1¥).;Wiba. . .11- ~ • ; • ., • ~, ., H
. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . ......... .

Students find themselves in a st1cky situation

~~~ •

4

BEYOND
Judge wants murder-felony law changed
By David Wllklson
common criminals."
Associated Press Writer----- The Senate Judiciary Committeecon- ·
ducted a public hearing to discuss the
CHARLESTON- law and proposed changes.
West Virginia's
Current law allows a person to be
felony-murder law charged with murder if' someone is
needs to be ex- killed during the commission ofa crime,
panded to include even if he wasn't directly connected to
drug crimes and the death.
help address the
While the felony-murder law covers
rights of victims arson, sexual assault, robbery and burand authorities, a circuit judge said glary, but doesn't include deaths durTuesday.
ing a kidnapping or drug deal.
"Undercover cops are putting their
Proposed legislation that hasn't
lives on the line every day," said Ka- reached the Senate floor yet would
nawha County Judge John Hey.
expand the law to include drug deals.
"I think it's about time that we gave
Hey cited a recent case in Kanawha
more ofour concerns to the rights ofthe County where a bicyclis\ was killed
victims and the law enforcement com- during a high-speed chase between two
munity than we do worrying about suspected drug dealers and police. The

two were charged with attempted
murder and negligent homicide.
"Had this controlled substance addition been made to the felony murder
rule, I suspect ~ey would have been
indicted of murder," Hey told the committee.
Assistant Kanawha County Prosecutor Beverly Selby said later that she
favors strengthening the current law.
"I think most prosecutors in West
Virginia feel that way and have been
frustrated in cases where the felonymurder rule is as restrictive as it is in
West Virginia," Selby said.
.
Selby said a person is just as dead
whether he's killed during a drug deal
or an arson. "I don't think singling out
these four specific crimes is a valid
legal distinction," she said.

Injured WVU student in fair condition

MORGANTOWN - A weekend fire
that seriously injured a West Virginia
University student was deliberately
set, State Fire Marshal M_a ck Dennis
said.
Burn patterns in the gutted apartment building indicated that a flammable substance was used to start the
tire at 4:30 Sunday morning, Dennis
said.

Ernest Wallace, 21, ofCamp Springs, . was playing cards.with his roommates
Md., was in fair condition Tuesday at across' the street when the fire broke
Ruby Memorial Hospital, a spokes- out.
woman said.
They began yelling and throwing
Wallace was asleep in his third-floor rocks at Wallace's window to rouse
bedroom when the fire started. He suf- him.
fered a dislocated shoulder and other
By the time Wallace became aware of
injuries when he jumped from his bed- the fire, flames had engulfed the first
room window into the arms of Ron two floors of the residence: He jumped·
Bunofsky, a WVU football player.
and landed on all fours as Bunofsky
Bunofsky, a 6-foot-4, 255-pound so- wrapped an arm around his chest to
phomore offensive lineman, said he break his fall.

Iraqi convoy destroyed in air attack
By The Associated Press ·- - - NORTHERN SAUDI ARABIA - Allied warplanes caught an Iraqi military
convoy moving across the open desert in southem Iraq Tuesday night and
destroyed 24 tanks, annoured personnel carriers and supply vehicles.
The action, reported by a U.S. media
pool, was visible to U.S. Marines across
the border in Saudi Arabia.
h was the largest confinned destruction of enemy armoured units in the
war.
"They were sloppy and they were
caught," said Col. Ron Richard,
spokesman for the Marine 2nd division.
Richard said the Iraqi column appeared to be on a routine _move and
not an attack route. The air attack was
called by a Marine reconnaissance
unit on the Saudi border.
Flames from the attack were visible
across desert flats during the night
attack. The armoured vehicles were
still burning at daybreak.
"It was the first hard kill we've gotten
on a big target," Richard said.

Natural gas bus
leaves politicians
stranded Tuesday
By The Associated Press - - - -

Keith Carter, USA TODAY

This locator map shows
the area north of Kuwait
believed to be occupied by
Iraq's Republican Guard.

U.S. - Soviet summit
postponed Monday
U.S. and Soviet Union Monday
postponed "until a later date" the
superpower surnnµt scheduled for
Feb. 11-13 in Moscow.
U.S. preoccupation with the Persian Gulf War and stalled negotiations over a strategic nuclear
arms treaty were the reasons cited
bySecretaryofStateJamesBaker
and new Soviet Foreign Minister
Alexandr Bessmertnykh.

J..BAQ

Weekend fire was deliberate, fire marshal says
By The Associated Press - - - -

WASHINGTON

SOUTH CHARLESTON - A media
excursion aboard a natural gas-powered bus fizzled Tuesday when its
transmission failed, leaving Gov. Gaston Caperton, U.S. Rep. Bob Wise and
several reporters temporarily
stranded.
The bus, built by Columbia Gas
Transmission Corp., ground to a halt
on Interstate 64 about three miles west
of the Capitol, said Rod Blackstone,
spokesman for Wise.
A fleet of cars was sent to pick up the
passengers.
Caperton and Wise, D-W.Va., have
promoted the use ofmethanol, ethanol
and a host of other non-gasoline fuels
and support the conversion of government vehicles to natural gas.
Asked if Wise was embarrassed,
Blackstone smiled.
"I'd say embarrassed, but undaunted," Blackstone said.
"They had 200 other demonstrations
and every other time it worked fine,"
Blackstone said of the bus.

Hussein tells CNN
air raids have failed
Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein said Monday that •only
God knows" how long the Persian
Gulfwar will last, but that "lots of
blood" will be shed.
In a 90-minute i,nterview in
Baghdad with CNN's Peter Arnett, Saddam also would not rule
out using chemical or biological
weapons. Saddam also said that
massive allied air raids have
"failed."

MIAMI, Ela,

Noriega drug trial
to begin in June
Afederaljudge in Miami cleared
thewayMondayforformer PanamaniandictatorManuelNoriega's
drug trial to begin June 24.
Judge William Hoeveler rejected N oriega's attempts to have
the charges dismissed on the
grounds that the government
wrongfully taped his prison phone
talks with his lawyers.

AUSTIN, Texas

Texas firm to tackle
Persian Gulf oil spill
A Texas-based firm that pioneered the commercial use of oilgobbling bacterial microbes plans
to tackle the Persian Gulfoil slick
-possibly as soon as Thursday.
Austin's Alpha Environmental
Inc. is preparing 5,000 pounds of
microbes and a crew ofthree dozen
to tackle the 460-million-gallon
spill.

OPINION
Keeping some facts
to give you others
"All great tru~hs begin
as blasphemies."
George Bernard Shaw

There have been some big stories in The
Parthenon lately.
Too bad they aren't complete.
Last Thursday, we broke the story that Olen
Jones, president of the Osteopathic School in
Lewisburg, had been a candidate for Marshall's
presidency. But, as you may have noticed, that
information came from an unnamed source.
We realize anonymity can put us at the risk
ofsounding"'National Enquir-ish•(i.e. a source
close to the process said), but we think it's
important for you to get as much information
as you can - especially about a story as
important as this.
And we're NO'.l' the National Enquirer.
When we say our sources are close to the
process, they are.
They are friends of candidates ...
They are university officials ...
They are involved in the selection process.
They are credible sources - sources who
want you to know this information but who are
afraid that their telling it might jeopardize
their careers.
And with the restrictive mindset.of'Marshall's
narrow-minded leaders, it just might.
Our sources·shouldn't have to be so secretive
and neither should we.
But we want you to have all the information
you can regarding the search.
You have a right to it.
And ifthis is what we have to keep doing until
someone has the courage to speak out, then so
be it.
We just hope you understand our reasons for
doing so.
It's OK to use unnamed sources if you've
exhausted all other means of gathering the
information.
We have.
And it's OK to use such sources as long as you
know you're right.
Wedo.
,".?· •.
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Women deserve
to be informedTo the Editor:
An important bill has been introduced in the 1991 legislative session stating teen-age and adult
women seeking abortions should
have the same right of informed
choice as other patients facing
medical procedures.
This Informed Consent Bill deserves our attention and support!
Abortion involves risks, trauma
and side effects. Abortion is a surgical procedure with all the pain,
anxiety and risks involved in any
invasive-penetration measure.
Because induced abortion is an
unnatural, hostile penetration ofa
safeguarded biological system the child in the womb-the mother
always is exposed to risks and to
short and long-term complications
.-both physical and psychological.
Some abortions may result in
blood clotting, bleeding, hemorrhage and infection an~ menstrual
disturbance, miscarriage, tubal
pregnancies and sterility all are
risks that tend to multiply with
successive abortions.
Cervical laceration, uterine perforation, convulsion, severe vomiting and diarrhea, cardiac arrests
andmaternal deaths alsohave been
reported nationwide.
Long-term psychological effects,
also called postrabortion syndrome,
are now being studied in leading
universities, including the side effects of guilt, anixety, depression,
anger, sense of loss, nightmares,

death scenes, deterioration of self
image and suicide.
.
Infection and scarring also may
occur after an abortion, which can
lead to infertility and problems in
future pregnancies. Can you imagine the emotional trauma for a
woman who desperately wants a
child but can't conceive or carry
one because there were complications.from a previous abortion?
Women must be informed!
Does a woman not have the right
to know that the baby she is having aborted may be born alive,
such as in prostaglandin chemical
or hypematremic (or salt poisoning) abortions?
Does the woman not have the
right of informed choice to be told
scientific facts about the development of the child?
Does she not have the right to
know there are crisis pregnancy
· centers all over the state that will
help with housing, medical services and adoption services if all
she has to give the child is life?
Opposition is sure to come from
those who profit from the $250$350 or higher abortion fees or
those legislators who receive large
contributions for their campaigns
from pro-abortionists.
Supporters ofthe bill need people
who really care about women to
write their representatives and
voice support to those members of
the legislature to show they care
enough to pass this bill into law.
Write your delegate or senator
today at West Virginia Senate or
House of Delegates, State Capitol, Charleston, WV 25305, or you
may call toll free at 1-800-642-

8650. Supporters also can write
Gov. Gaston Caperton and encourage him to sign the bill into law.

Alice Click
Mount Alto, W.Va.

Yearbook needs
your assistance
To the Editor:
If you are an officer or adviser
for a. student or_g_anization, the
ChiefJustice yearbook needs your
immediate help as we approach
our deadline for taking group pictures for the 1990-91 book.
Although most ofthe groups that
usually respond to our letters and
advertisementsforpicture-taking
sessions have done so, some still
have not. We are especially
concerned about the lack of
requests from minority organ-.
izations after having so much
success in getting their group
photos in last year's book.
We don't want to leave any
organization out, but an officer or
adviser of each group must call us
to set up a time and place. Call
photographer Mike Kennedy at
522-9741 no later than Feb. 8 to
schedule an ap·p ointment.
Please help us produce a yearbook that will accurately reflect
the makeup of campus.

Kristin Nash
editor
Dr. George T. Arnold
adviser

CORRECTIONS

LETTERS TO EDITOR

CALENDAR

Factual errors appearing in The Parthenon should be reported to the editor immediately following publication by calling 696~ or 696-2522. Corrections
lheeditordeems neoessa,ywill be printed
on the editorial page as soon as possible
following the error.

The Parthenon encourages letters to the editor about issues of interest to the Marshan
community. Letters must be typed, signed
and include a phone number, hometown,
class rank or title for verification. Letters may
be no longer than 300 words. The editor re.serves_the right to edit or reject any letter.

FYI is a service to lhe Marshan community to
publicize ewnts. FYI will run Tuesdays and
Thursdays subject to space availability. Announcements must be submitted on official
forms in the newsroom in Smith Hall 311 two
days prior to publication. The editor reserves
~ right to edit or reject any announcement

NEWS
Committee to put philosophy before Faculty Senate

c ·ore curriculum would benefit students, Duke says
By Jennifer L Morrlaon
Reporter----------

•

The proposal would have all students take courses designed
to emphasize multicultural diversity, writing and critical
A Faculty Senate committee is trying
to get the idea of a core curriculum thinking.

passed this spring, according to Dr.
Rainey Duke, acting associate provost.
A core curriculum would standardize
basic classes for students throughout
the university.
"We want our students better prepared for the world that they have to
live in, in which they have to communicate, in which they have to think critically, in which they have to understand that there is a world out there
with different cultures."
This change also would make it easier for students to transfer between
colleges within the university.

Developing a core curriculum has
been considered by the Faculty Senate
since March 1988.
The Senate then established the committee, comprised of students, university faculty and community members,
to discuss a core curriculum.
The General Education Plenary Committee, headed by Duke; Dr. Carolyn
M. Karr, chairwoman of the Department of Curriculum and Institutional
Support; and Dr. Shirley A Lumpkin,
associate professor of English, plan to

develop a curri~lum reflecting the
emerging issues in higher education,
like a coherent general education and
the assessment of students.
The goal of the committe is to organize a coherent general education curriculum at a university level rather
than changing individual college requirements.
Duke said she did not know when the
core curriculum will be implemented
for the students, but said philosophies
on core curriculums vary between col-

leges.
A draft committee is condensing the
philosophies of seven task forces to
emphasize multicultural diversity,
writing and critical thinking.
"Clearly, critical thinking is something that would be incredibly beneficial, instead of sitting there, for instance, and listening to what somebody
says and then regurgitating it on a test.
A student is required to participate,"
Duke said.
West Virginia University and West
Virginia State College already are using core curriculums, and Concord
College is considering adopting one.
"I'm glad·Marshall is getting on top of
this because it kind of puts us in the
mainstream of what other colleges and
universities are doing." Karr said.

Faculty, students -support
core curriculum proposal
By Jennifer L. Morrison

versity of the core curriculum. "They

Reporter---------- are offering a broad perspective across
Some faculty and students favor the
idea of a core curriculum at Marshall
University.
Core curriculum committee leaders
Dr. Rainey J. Duke, acting associate
provost, and Dr. Carolyn M. Karr,
chairwoman of the department of curriculum and institutional support,
agree that the faculty are behind them,
at least the ones who are on the task
forces. "They're real excited about it,"
Duke said.
"I believe moving to a core curriculum will benefit the students at
Marshall University because it will, in
effect, allow students time to adequately choose a major so it doesn't.
postpone their graduation," Louise A.
Kelley, Fenwick senior, said.
Dolores M. Johnson, assistant professor of English,said she likes the di-

the curriculum."
"I feel that this program will be very
beneficial to the university and the
students," Jill M. Parker, Lynchburg,
Va., junior, said. "It will not limit the
students to what they could learn and
they could expand their education."
Dr. David R Woodward, professor of
history, said he believes there are a lot
of practical reasons for a core curriculum "The definition of an education is
a lot broader now than it used to be.
There used to be a greater agreement
of what a student should know."
Woodward agrees with the development of critical thinking in the core
curriculum yet he believes large class
enrollmentmakes it difficult to achieve.
"Sometimes the resources of the
school come into conflict with what it is
trying to accomplish," he said.

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special
event. Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved
will customize a college ring just for you with thousands of
special options. Don' t delay-see your ArtCarved representative
before this promotion ends.
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Renovation of Science Building
could be complete by fall of '92
By Alan P. Pittman
Reporter----------

Renovation of the older section of the
Science Building probably will be
complete by the fall of 1992, according
to the dean of the College of Science.
"For the first time I feel very positive
about the progress because it looks like
everything is finally working out," Dr.
Edward S. Hanrahan said.
In 1984 the new Science Building
section was completed. The older section then was condemned by the fire
marshal for not meeting safety codes.
Because of a lack of money, renovations to the old section did not begin

until 1988.
Since 1984 professors have used
rooms in a number of buildings on
campus for offices and instruction.
"It's very frustrating-to have faculty
spread all over campus, separated from
each other, and moving back and forth
every day," Hanrahan said.
"It's also just as bad for students
having to put up with the inconveniences."
John V. Adams, Clarksburg senior
and chemistry major, said "I hate it because you have to go back and forth
between buildings to see professors or
go to class.
"I'm glad it's finally getting done, but

I don't think it has been a high_priority
for Marshall. I'm glad to see us get a
stadium and fine arts building, but I
think the Science Building should have
been first priority."
Hanrahan said the fr1e arts and science buildings are not competing for
the same money. Instead, he said it
was just a case ofthe time tables set for
both projects.
He said step one of the Science Building renovations, which includes completion offirst and second floors, should
be finished by fall.
Renovation of the third and fourth
floors should begin soon and be completed by fall 1992.

Professor wins
research grant
to study ozone
By Gregory Collard
Reporter----------

A professor from the School ofMedicine has been granted $85,000from the
Health Effects Institute to research
the effects of ozone on humans. .Dr. John L. Szarek, associate professor of pharmacology, was awarded ·
the grant from HEI, an independent
non-profit corporation which researches health effects of emissions
from motor vehicles.
Szarek said ozone occurs when byproducts of combustion are emitted and
react with sunlight.
"Ozone is not good stuff," he said. "It
causes significant problems in animals
and humans."
"The tri-state area is one ofthe worst
in terms·of ozone," he said. "Because of
sports."
the industry in the area and concentraInductees will be chosen by a five- tion of people, chemicals are released
member committee. In addition to that tum into ozone when the sun
Although we've had an Athletic
Mitchell, the committee chairman, shines on them."
·
Hall of Fame for several years,
other members are William L. Redd,
Szarek said laboratory rats are being
we believe there are a number
Huntington attorney; Dr. Walter C~ subjected to what is considered safe
Felty, retired chairman of the Departof people who deserve to be
ment of Educational Media; Nancy L. and unsafe standards by the EPA
recognized in a university-wide
Szarek said he hopes to find what
Francis, former president of the Socieffect
ozone has on people exercising
Hall of Fame.
ety of Yeager Scholars,. and Dr. Virbecause
they breathe more air.
ginia D. Plumley, professor and direc• Dr. Alan B. Gould
tor of the Leaming Resource Center.
Interim president
Gould will serve as an ex-officio member.
Mitchell said nominations may be
serve to be recognized in a university- mailed to him in care ofthe Office ofthe
wide Hall of Fame... beyond the area of President. They should include bioNew stage flooring, repaired lockers,
graphical information, address of the and 120 chairs are the •cosmetic
candidate, reasons for consideration changes" to be seen in Smith Music
and the name, address and telephone Hall.
number of the nominator.
Dr. Donald Williams, chairman of
Candidate screening will begin in the music department, said the $8,000
February. Four people will be inducted cost for the repairs came from the music
into the Hall of Fame during the first department's budget and not directly
two years, and one to four inductees from the university.
will be chosen each year after.
Williams said the changes will not
The committee already has received alter the quality of the education the
three nominations, and Mitchell said department offers, but the changes are
he expects 50 to 100 by May. Inductees important "because they make it easier for everyone to live and work here."
will be announced in the fall.

Search begins for Hall of Fame members
By Stefani Rae Fleenor
Reporter----------

Nominations are being accepted for
inductees to the Marshall Hall ofFame,
designed to recognize people who have
had a positive effect on the university.
"The purpose ofthe Hall of Fame is to
recognize individuals who through their
lives and actions have made a positive
and lasting impact on Marshall," C.T.
Mitchell, director of university relations, said.
Interim President Alan B. Gould said,
"Although we've had an Athletic Hall
of Fame for several years, we believe
there are a number of people who de-

Music Hall to receive
cosmetic changes
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Morning In the crypt

Films with foreign flavor featured by Artists Series
By serena K. cune
Reporter

said, "and one ofthe things it didn't have was foreign
films."
This is the first year the Foreign Film Series will
The Marshall Artist Series kicks off its Foreign run on a regular basis.
Film Series Sunday at the Keith-Albee Theater with
Although some films were shown at Marshall last
A Taxing Woman's Return.
year, Nunley said this year all will be shown on the
Series director Celeste Winters Nunley said the first Sunday ofeach month at the Keith-Albee downfilm will begin a semester full of quality cultural town.
"The first time people go to see a foreign film they
entertainment. The series began last year on a trial
basis to monitor interest in foreign films among stu- don't know what to expect." Nunley said. "It takes
about ten minutes for people to -g et the hang of
dents and the community.
"When I came to Marshall I reassessed what the reading the subtitles and following the action."
The series also will feature "Breathless," a French
Artists Series had and what it didn't have," Nunley
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increase. The committee voted
to recommend its fees be cut by
10 cents a student each semes- ·
ter. Buresch said the service
has a surplus and that money
could be used elsewhere.
• Educational Support asked
for a $4.85 increase. The committee recommend the $2.15 it
receives be increased by- $2.
Members will suggest Educational Support use its increase
to expand tutorial services and
aid the handicapped.
• Health Services receives
$21 a semester and requested
a $10 increase. Buresch said
the committee will recommend
Health Services receive a $1.15
increase to help erase a deficit
of approximately $5,000.
• Human Relations, which

receives $4.50 a semester, from other revenues."
She said the Marshall Uniasked for a 60-cent increase.
The committee will recom- versity Bookstore's rent has
mend it receive a 20-cent in- not risen in the last five years,
crease. "We suggested the _ therefore the committee could
additional money go to help not justify an increase.
Ramsay said the university
the Minority Students' office,"
Buresch said.
also was suing to have asbes• Placement Services asked tos removed from the student
for and the committee will center, which could result in
recommenditreceivea50-cent extra income.
• The Writing Center previincrease. It presently receives
ously had not received student
30 cents a student.
• Programming Student Ac- fees. It asked for 10 cents a
tivities receives $10.25 a se-· student each semester. The
mester and did not ask for an fees committee will recomincrease. The committee will mend the president approve
recommend its fees be cut $1 a the request.
• lntramurals gets $7 a
student each semester.
• Student Center Operations semester and asked for $1 inreceives $14.85 a student each crease. The committee will
semester. It requested a $5. 70 recommend it receive 25 cents.
Activity fee funding for Birke
increase, which was rejected.
Ramsay said the committee Art Gallery, The Parthenon,
decided not to increase the and Student Legal Aid will
student center's funding "be- remain the same.None ofthese
cause we feel they should get it areas requested an increase.

film, March 3, and "Women On The Verge Of A
Nervous Breakdown," a Spanish film, April 7.
Nunley said children are not allowed to attend
these foreign films because, unlike American films,
foreign films are not rated or previously screened.
Tickets for Artists Series events go on sale th'ree
weeks before performances. Marshall students have
one week to obtain their tickets before they go on sale
to the general public.
Tickets are free to full-time students with a validated Marshall ID and activity card. Tickets cost $2
for part-time students, faculty and staff, and $4 for
others.

Students speculate
about possible draft
By Tami Opyoke

fight, I wouldn't come back the

Reporter------- same person. I'd rather be
Operation Desert Storm has
forced some students to think
of the possible end of the allvolunteer Army and the reinstatement ofthe military draft.
"I can't stand the thought of
someone putting a gun in my
hand and saying, 'Go fight for
me,' " Nick L. Hodges, Huntington freshman said. "You
don't have a choice."
David A Mill, Huntington
freshman, said, "I don't agree
with war,butwhatarewegoing
to do a year from now when
Iraq has nuclear warheads?
"I'm not a violent person,"
Mill said. "If I did go over and

killed over there than have to
deal with the way it would
change me."
Some students don't think
they will have to serve. Richard K Reed, Huntington freshman, doesn't think the draft
will be necessary. "They have
enough reserves to take care
of the situation. They've been
turning people away in the last
year or so because they can't
handle all the recruits," he
said.
Students have mixed reactions regarding a possible
military draft.
5ee DRAFT, Page 7
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Students uprooted by Desert Storm
Change in policy
makes withdrawal
easier for soldiers
By Lisa A. Wheatley
Staff Writer - - - - - -

Several Marshall students
have withdrawn from their classes because they were
called to active duty in the
Persian Gulf.
Among the 36 students who
have withdrawn, 14 have been
activated this semester as a
result of Operation Desert
Shield becoming Operation
Desert Storm.
Robert Eddins, registrar,
said there are probably more
than 36 students who have left
Marshall · due to Operation
Desert Storm, but he has no
way of knowing how many
students were called to active
duty between the fall and
spring semester.
Eddins said the policy for
students called to active duty Nine members of the 130th Tactical Air Group, who were deployed to the Middle East for Operation Desert Storm
has changed since last semes- still are rooting for the Thundering Herd. All of the service men pictured a.ttended Marshall. They are (front) Joe
ter.
Hawes, Bob Bradley, Dan Dean and Buddy Franklin; (back) Tom Wilson, Steve Worley, Bob Iddings, Kyle Adams
The old policy stated that and Terry Butler.
students called to active duty
as a result of a federal activa- after the first three-forths of tive duty as a result of a fed- a full unit called to active duty.
tion of a total reserve unit the semester, the student eral activation will receive eiEddins said the change was
would receive a full refund but would receive full credit but no ther full credit or a full refund made because Operation Desno credit ifthe call came before refund.
offees, depending upon when .ert Storm "is not like the other
. the end ofthe first three-forths
The changed policy states the student is called. The stu- wars." He said students have
of the term. If the call came that any student called to ac- dent nolonger has to be part of been contacted by their offi-

Slight increase in Navy recruits

Recruiting figures static despite war
By Chris Stadelman
Senior Correspondent----------

Area ~litary recruiters say recruiting numbers
haven't changed much since the Persian Gulf crisis
started Aug. 2 and they really don't expect them to.
Among the four service branches, only the Navy
reports a slight increase in the number of people
joining in this area, while other recruiters have only
a few more calls than usual.
"It's been up a little," said Naval Officer First
Class Roger Abbott, who works in the Navy's Charleston recruiting office. "It's not a tremendous jump
-just 3 or 4 percent."
Jerry Patton, public affairs officer for the Army's
local recruiting district, said it may take more time
to see any major change.
"Normally it takes time to see a trend," he said.
"It's pretty much business as usual.
"Generally there are a few extra phone calls from
people who were in about getting back in, but there
have not been any spikes or valleys in this area."
A report Monday on CBS This Morning said recruiters in areas near military bases have seen a
fairly large increase, but the rest ofthe nation hasn't
shown a trend.
Barbara Omohundro, a Staff Sergeant with the
Marines recruiting station, said some people have

called the Ch~rleston office about rejoining, but most
of them didn't qualify.
"The Marine Corps has not lowered its standards
for enlistment," she said. ·"There has been no real
change."
A few additional people have stopped in the office
r~ently, but there could be many reasons for that,
Omohundro said.
"Some men have been coming in, but it's hard to say
if it's because of the situation. Some may have tried
their first semester in college."
Many people call but express a "wait and see"
attitude, said Sgt. Mark Hall, who is in charge of six
Air Force recruiting offices in the area. He said the
recruiters are meeting their goals.
"We're probably holding pretty steady," he said.
The goal this month is to get 13 people to book a job
and join the Air Force.
People who join any of the branches probably won't
see action in the gulf for quite some time - if at all,
most of the recruiters said.
"It takes six months to two years to get people
trained depending on what course they're going
into," Abbott said of the Navy program. "By the time
that gets here we hope it will be over."
Abbott also said only about 15 percent of the U.S.
Navy is stationed in or near the gulf.

cials and given a matter of
hours to report to their designated place.
"Lately, the military has
been activating individuals or
specialized sections of units.
When we recognized that, we
began to change our policy,"
Eddins said.
He also said all students who
were activated for Desert
Storm went by the new policy.
"The policy is intended to
take care of situations beyond
your control," Eddins said.
He said activatedstudents
must provide documents of
their orders to the registrar's
office. If the student does not
have time to provide such documents, parents or friends may
do so.
Eddins said there is no limit
on how long the student has to
provide the document~ and
properly withdraw.
'
Although the Office of the
Registrar would like to know
as soon as possible about students who have been called to
active duty, Eddins said because of the way the military
has called students to duty,
"we are being lenient with
those students."
The spring three-fourths cutoff date for a full refund is
April 5.
The cut-offdate for full credit
is April 8.

I
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"I'd go if I were drafted because it's for our
country," said David R Wantowsk.i, Huntington freshman.
Mark D: Adkins, Wayne sophomore, said
that although the underlying theme was oil at
first, "we need to do something now before it escalates into something else.
"Ifl'm drafted, I would go because ofmy sense
of patriotism," he said. "I'm going to support
our president and our cause."
The system for the draft will be slightly different than the one used during Vietnam, an
area military recruiter said.
Staff Sergeant Barbara Omohundro-of the
United States Marines said the draft will still
be a lottery system but the order men are taken
in will be different.
During a draft now, 20-year-olds will be the
first to go, with the ages increasing to 25 before
returning for 19- and then 18-year-olds. All of
it will be done through birth dates.
Omohundro said although she can't be sure,
she doesn't expect the draft to be reinstated any
time soon and probably not at all.
"A bill has to be passed through Congress and
then signed by the president," she said. "The
only people concerned with the draft right now
are 18- to 25-year olds."
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Students could have more say on campus matters

New SGA proposal in the works
By Shanda P. Forbes

Reporter---------------By Jodi Thomas
Faculty Senate Correspondent---

A revised Outside Employment Activities form requiring all full-time
faculty to list outside employment and
hours worked each week will be voted
on Thursday by the Faculty Senate.
The form, submitted by the Dean's
Council, replaces another form voted
down by the senate in October. F.
Layton Cottrill Jr., university legal
counsel, stated in a memo that that
form, which asked for the employee's
signature declaring that outside employment will not in any way "reduce
the performance of my full and efficient services to Marshall University,"
was not sufficient.
Cottrill said in his memo that it is
the university's responsibility to determine "the nature and type of employment, and the number of hours
devoted to that employmentby faculty
members."'
However, William J . Radig, chair1nan of the Faculty Personnel Committee, said the proposed form is too
long. His committee recommended a
shorter version, Radig said, but it was
rejected by the senate.
"We just thought it was too lengthy,
and what we came up with would
serve the purpose just as well," he
said, "We didn't change it because we
consider ours better."
The recommendation was then sent
back to the Faculty Personnel Committee, which declined to amend it.
"It was the best form we could come
up with. We did the best we could,"
Radig said.
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A proposed amendment may give students the chance
to vote on the issues that concern them.
Esta M. Sherrill, Potomac, Md., sophomore and Sen.
Donald L. Biola, College of Liberal Arts, proposed the
amendment which, ifapproved, will allow issues of student concern to be placed on the ballot during general
elections.
The Student Court, however, still will have final say
on what issues are included and the Chief Election
Commissioner can appeal the court to remove issues.
Recent changes like the withdrawal policy, priority
scheduling and the possibility of a shorter Christmas
break ~spired students to propose thP, amendment.
"I was really upset that I didn't get a chance to vote on
(the possible shortening of Christmas break) or have
any say on it," Sherrill said.
Biola is helping Sherrill initiate the amendment be-

•

Some students are proposing an amendment they hope will lead to a stronger student
voice in deciding campus issues, including
such things as class withdrawal policy and the
university calendar.

cause he agrees "students really have no say."'
Sherrill said the inclusion of student issues may
cause more students to vote.
In general campus elections, Biola said approximately 200 students vote, but one election including
student concerns produced a turnout of over 400.
For the referendum to pass, students have to produce
a petition with at least 125 student signatures. Sherrill
said the committee has the minimum required, but are
collecting more to show support.

Student body president reviews goals
By Laura Bustetter

Ramsay, student body vice president,
have accomplished 23 of the 31 goals
from their election platform. Hayden
Student Body President Thomas E.- said he still is working to establish a
Hayden said tuition, fundingfor higher "dead week" that restricts tests the
education and completion of his plat- week before finals and to implement
form are his main concerns this semes- faculty evaluations with published
ter.
results so students can know more
State legislators are considering about professors.
allocating either the same amount or
Hayden said he and Ramsay agree ·
less money to higher education this their most successful program has been
year, but Hayden said inflation will Campus Crimewatch, a program spondrive overall costs higher and students sored by Student Government Associawill have to pay the difference unless tion, the Department of Public Safety,
enough funds are designated for higher and Marshall's chapter of The Amerieducation.
can Criminal Justice Association in
"I am worried fees will go up unless which volunteers patrol campus.
we keep on top ofit," he said.
J.E. Terry, chief investigator for the
Hayden said he and Heather L. Marshall University Police Depart-

Reporter----------

1991BSN

S'llJDENTS.
Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a fiv~onth internship
at a major Air force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air force. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
STATION-TO-STATION COLLECT
804-276-0459

ment, said, "You really can't statistically judge the effects until you have
run (Campus Crimewatch) for a year
or two," but added that incidents of
destruction ofproperty and theft from
cars have dropped during the times
when Crimewatch patrols.
Hayden credits Dr. Robert P. Alexander, dean of the College of Business, with most of the work done on
COB accreditation, but Hayden said
he "feel! good"because he helped bring
the problems to public attention.
Ramsay said she thinks the program in which local bars provide free
non-alchoholic drinks to designated
drivers also is an important accomplishment, even though few students
use the service.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
During the non-mow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right 20poundsin 14 days! The basisofthedietis chemical foodactionandwasdevised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" -no starvation
- because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
·
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yomsclf to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
SendonlySI0.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SllmQulk, P.O. Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden. ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diel will do. e 1990
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Be a Part of
Springfest 1991

Business enrollment down;
higher fees termed no factor
By Julie S. Brown

"By the time incoming freshmen

Reporter---------- decide where they want to go to school,

Enrollment in the College of Business is declining, but Dean Robert P.
Alexander said the $100 supplemental
fee is not a factor.
Robert Eddins, registrar, said the
COB experienced a 9.8 percent decline
in enrollment from fall 1989 to fall
1990 and expects another decrease this
semester.
Alexander, however, said the fee has
had no impact on enrollment and he
does not expect a decline this spring.
•Normally,n Alexander said, "our
enrollment increases for spring semester, rather than decreases.n He did say
the college may lose some ROTC students because of the war.
Dr. ChongW. Kim, chairman of the
department of management, said the
decline may involve many factors, including competition from other schools
in the area. He said West Virginia
University, for example, "has done a
lot of advertising lately. They are the
only school that hasAACSB (American
Assembly of Colleges and Schools of
Business) accreditation in West Virginia. They have not advertised so much
before.n
Kim does not think the fee is ~ factor
and is not worried by the decline.

Scholarships, tuition waiver
application deadline Friday
Friday is the deadline for academic
scholarship and tuition waiver applications.
Tracy D. Dean, adviser of student
financial aid, said late applicants will
be put on a waiting list.
,,
After the first year of college, the requirement for a tuition waiver is a cu- I
mulative grade point average of 3.5. 1

Absolutely,
Positively,
Your Last
Chance!
For Yearbook
Group Photos
Because of deadlines, we need
to have all group pictures
ordered by February 8, 1991.
To make arrangements, call
photographer Mike Kennedy at
522-9741 .as soon as possible.

It's Now or Never!

I don't think they'll change their minds
because Marshall is collecting $100
more,"Kim said. -once they've already
committed themselves to our program,
I don't think the fee will have an effect.•

Everyone Welcome!

We kept our ears open.
,. _....,..,_

~

And we heard you wud and clear. You asked for a computer thats
real college material. Our IBM Personal System/2s® can handle
your college needs-and they're affordable! 1

•

T H E
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IIM PS/2 9 Mollet 30 286 (T311
• 1MB memory
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• 30MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8512 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft®Windows·· 3.0

$1,649

1111 PS/2 llffel 30 286 (11311
· • 1MB memory
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• 30MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• Microsoft Word for Windows··•
• hDC Windows Utilities··•
• ZSoft SoftType'"..
$1,799
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SI (1131)
• 2MB memory
• 80386SX~ (16 MHz) processor
• 30MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8513 Color Display
• Micro Channel® architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• Microsoft Word for Windows•
• hDC Windows Utilities•
• ZSoft SoftType••

$2,349
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SI (T61I
• 2MB memory
.
• 80386SX (16 MHz) processor
• 60MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8515 Color Display
• Micro Channel architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0

MA DE

FOR

11M PS/2 IIHel 55 SI (W61)
•2MB memory
• 80386SX (16 MHz) processor
• 60MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8515 Color Display
• Micro Channel architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• Microsoft Word for Windows•
• Microsoft Excel•
• hDC Windows Utilities•
• ZSoft SoftType••
$2,799
IIM PS/2 Model 70 (T61)
• 4MB memory
• 80386'" (16 MHz) processor
• 60MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8515 Color Display
• Micro Channel architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0

YOU

Clleck out our prll1ters
• IBM Proprinter'" Ill w/ cable (4201 Model 3)

$349
• IBM Proprinter X24E w/ cable (4207 Model 2)

$499
• IBM Proprinter Xl24E w/ cable (4208 Model 2)

$679
• IBM LaserPrinter Ew/ cable (4019 Model E01)

$1,039

• Hewlett-Packard PaintJet®color graphics printer
w/ cable (Model HP 3630-A)

$799

$4,399
IBM PS/2 Model 70 (W61I
•4MB memory
• 80386 (16 MHz) processor
• 60MB fixed disk drive
• One 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44MB)
• 8515 Color Display
• Micro Channel architecture
• IBM Mouse
• DOS 4.0
• Microsoft Windows 3.0
• Microsoft Word for Windows•
• Microsoft Excel•
• hDC Windows Utilities•
• ZSoft SoftType••

Marshall Students*!!!
Contact your personal IBM representatives:
Darren Queen & Michael Crisp
at the

**
-.l.1..
1'tU !!?R~~~r~~~
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

or can 696-2541.

$4,499

---- - ---r =
--.:...:_-=

~

$2,699
• Offer avalable to al valid Marshall ID holders, students. factJlly and atalf.
- Educational packagea are also avalable from Te,ry Hallman, Educa(lonal Representative, CBM Colll)Ulers, 1253 Third Ave., Huntington. (304)52S-0900.
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ETSU worthy of ranking
1:: : : :;:MQ!@l}j§i:~ R,~:·: •;:; : :1
Men's Baaket~II
•Southern Conference
· East Tennessee State 99, Marshall 88
. Appalachian State 78, VMI 72
" Western Carolina 74, The Citadel 72
Furman 88, UT-Chattanooga 75, OT
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Men'• Basketball
East Tennessee St.
, ·. UT-Chattanooga
Furman
' Appalachian $tate
Marshall
VMI
W. Carolina :'
. ' The Citadel

SC
6-1
6-1
6-1
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
0-7

Overall
16-2
13-7
13-5
11-8
9-12
7-12
8-10
3-14
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· Rank Team (1at-place votes) la•t Week

1. Nevada-Las Vegas (62)
2. Arkansas
3. Ohio State (2)
4. Indiana
5. St. John's

6. Arizona
7. Duke
· ·8. Syracuse
. 9. North Carolina
10. Kentucky
11. Nebraska
12. UCLA
13. Utah
14. LSU
15. Virginia
. 16. East Tennessee St.
:, 17. Southern Mississippi
· 18. Georgetown
19. Pittsburgh
20. New Mexico State
21. Oklahoma
22. New Orleans
· 23. Georgia Tech
24. Kansas
· 25. Seton Hall

1
2
4
3

1O
5
9
6

7
8

14
11
20
16
18
12
15
21

17
23
13
24

By Chris Dickerson
Sports E d i t o r - - - - - - - -

After watching the Herd stay within
striking distance of No. 16 East Tennessee State before losing 99-88 Monday night, part-time assistant coach
Brian Fish said the Buccaneers are
worthy of the national recognition.
-rhey're deserving of the ranking,
but they're are not top 10," he said.
"Personally, I don't feel they're as good
a team as they were last year. They're
not a national championship team.
"But they are winning," Fish said.
-rhey beat everybody on their schedule up to Tennessee-Chattanooga."

Despite trailing the
entire game, Fish said
the players remained
optimistic.
"I think the thing
that impressed the
coaching staffthe most
was how hard our guys
competed," he said.
Fish
"We didn't fold."
Scoring only 17 points, John Taft did
not make his average. But Fish said
Taft contributed in other ways - including l0rebounds and seven assists.
"That is what a great player does
when he'snotshootingwell," Fish said.
"And John is a great player."

Fish

Fish said the senior guard's leadership helped keep the team in the game.
"Everytime the team would come over
during a timeout, John would say, 'Hey,
they don't want it. You can see it in
their eyes.•
Comparing ETSU to other ranked
teams the Herd has played, Fish said
the Bucs could compete with Virginia,
but not with Pitt or Indiana.
He said the Feb. 23 Henderson Center rematch could prove to be an interesting one.
"Being at home will make a difference," Fish said. "Any time you make a
team think and sweat it out, funny
things can happen."

UNLV vs. Arkansas

Who's best? Feb. 10 battle will decide
By BIii Vllona
College Information Network - - -

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.-:- Like most
basketball fans, Florida State's.Doug
Edwards hopes he can be near a television set on Feb. 10. .
The Seminoles' sophomore forward
can't wait to watch the game of the
season - No. 2 Arkansas vs. No. 1
Nevada Las Vegas.
"It should be a great one," said Edwards after FSU fell 109-92 to Arkansas last Monday night. "I think Vegas
will probably win in a close finish."
Edwards is a valid source. Florida
State is the only team in the nation
which has faced both the top-ranked
Running Rebels and the Razorbacks.
Florida State believes the difference
is UNLV's defense.
WVegas plays pressure man-to-man
30 feet in," said FSU coach Pat Kennedy.
"Arkansas plays more of a 94-foot
game and tries to disrupt you, whereas

Vegas is more ofa disciplined halfcourt
defense.
"But both teams' high-powered offenses are made effective from their
defenses. They both are great defensive teams.
"I think (UNLV forward) Stacy
Augmon would be the key in this
matchup. He might be the difference."
Florida State players believe UNLV
is also more physical, despite the presence of Arkansas 6-9, 290-pound center Oliver Miller.
"Arkansas is more of a finesse team,"
said Florida State forward Michael Polite.
'They've got a lot more shooters than
UNLV. But UNLV is a more powerful
team with their inside game. UNLV
will win."
'
Guard Aubry Boyd said, "UNLV is
more of a team that likes to play in the
passinglanes. Arkansas likes to gamble
more. UNLV is more disciplined on
defense. Both teams are well disciplined, but UNLVis much steadier on

defense."
After facing both teams, it's hard for
Florida State to imagine any other team
better. Except for Arizona, a team the
Seminoles have only seen on television.
•1 think Arizona can match up with
them, they might be able to handle
them," said Edwards.
Kennedy, who said after the UNLV
loss that the Running Rebels could run
all the way to the national title again,
thinks they could face some obstacles.
"Obviously Ohio State and Indiana
are very good teams," said Kennedy.
•But talent-wise, these two (UNLV
and Arkansas) are the most talented
teams in the country. We're not going
to play another team with as many
great athletes as they've had."
No matter the outcome on Feb. 10,
Florida State's Chuck Graham believes
there will be a rematch.
"I think you could see them again,"
he said. "In the Final Four. They are
definitely the elite."

Warm Up With Subway's
Hot Steak and Cheese, Meatball, Pizza,
. Hours: Monday• Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday 11 :00 a.m. • t.ldnlght
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SC expansion ·

Sweet 16

Moon ·pleased by changes in conference,
looks forward to addition of more schools
By Brad McElhlnny

Athletic Correspondent------,----

P..,_..,Flel'I.-

WMdy Gatlin (14) «:or«l 16point• whO. Kristi Huff(21)Mld«I
10 Monday night In tlHt ,.,.,,t/Mson c.nter. o..,,n. Tracy
Krueger'• c;a,_,-hlgh 24 point•, tlHt Lady Herd lo•t to Young•town Slat•, 1U9, bringing ,,,_,.,,.ll'•recordto 12-6. Th• Lady
Herd tnvel• to Lynchburg, v .., Th,..aday to play Liberty.

With the addition earlier this month ofl-AA
football champion Georgia Southern, the Southern Conference began plans to expand its ranks
- a move that pleases Athletic Director Lee
Moon.
"I think Georgia Southern is progressive in
thought like we are," he said. "They want to be
as competitive as they can be, and they want to
play .a tough schedule. I think they're a wel- .
come addition to the league.
"The negative is: It costs a hell of a lot for our
teams to travel down there."
The solution, Moon said, is to add a team in
the north.
.
He said William and Mary, Richmond, James
Madison, Eastern Kentucky and Middle Tennessee State all are likely candidates.
There also is a possibility of adding all five
schools to the conference, Moon said.
"I think it allows us to be able to balance the
travel," he said. •1 hope the conference will.actively pursue all of them. I think those are five
schools that would really be positive additions
to the league."
The conference already has made provisions
for the additions by eliminating the league rule
limiting membership to 12 teams during its
January meeting, Moon said
The SC currently consists of eight teams:
Marshall, Appalachian State, East Tennessee
State, Virginia Military, The Citadel, Furman,
Western Carolina andTennessee-Chattanooga.
At the earliest, Georgia ~uthern will not
compete in the league until the 1992-93 season.
Moon said the SC would be made into two
divisions if the league expands to 14.
It has not been decided how the division will
be made.
Now, Moon said, the future of the conference
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809 3rd Ave.

Best Male Chest
Contest
Tonight at 10 p.m. ·

Five Blindfolded Lady
Judges to Decide by·

TOUCHII

•

By eliminating a league rule limiting
membership to 12 teams and adding
Georgia Southern, the league is making
way for more expansion.

depends on the potential of its new members.
"I think there is a chance if one falls, all
might," he said. "I'm not sure how interested
Eastern Kentucky is. They were really interested a while back, but that may have dropped.
"I think Middle Tennessee is very interested.
I think if Middle Tennessee stood up and said,
'Hey, we're going to the Southern Conference,'
EKU would do the same. I think if William and
Mary stood up, Richmond and James Madison
would go."
Moon said the addition of the five teams
would elevate the conference to a new level like,
for example, Division I-A football.
"I think ifthose teams come in, the perception
of the conference changes and so do the
conference's aspirations," he said.
"For some reason, there are schools in the
conference that don't have much aspiration. If
you get those schools in, there is the possibility
where the Southern Conference itself could
change to lower level Division I-A, much like
the Mid-American Conference is now."
Moon said Marshall recently inquired about
the MACS's expansion plans.
"We weren't looking to get in," he said. "We
were looking to see if they were interested in
taking new members. I just wrote a letter
saying we are looking at all our options and
looking to go Division I-A, and I asked if they
were planning to expand."
"They were not planning to right now, but if
they were in the future, they would look at
Marshall as a potential expandee."
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EARN $500-$1,500/WEEK stuffing enve-

CAN'T AFFORD Spring Break? Think again I

lopes . in your home. For free information,
send a long self-addressed stamped envelope to P. 0. Box 4645, Dept. P114, Albuquerque, NM 87198.
WE NEED self-motivated students. Earn up
to $10/hour. Market credit cards on campus.
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available.
Call now: 1-800-950-8472, Ext. 20 (Barb).
FULL-TIME BABYSITTER needed for 3-yr
old boy and 8-month old girl. If you are
mature and reliable and can sit Mon - Fri.Barn
to 5:30pm (prefer in our home), please call
Mrs. Henkels at 696-2728 between 9 and 5.

Panama City Beach, FL.from $119; Montego Bay/ Negril, Jamflica... from$459; Cancun/Acapuk:o, Mexico .. .from $429. Earn free
travel and $$$ marketin9 STS vacations on
your campus! For more information and reservations, call STS ·at 1-800-648-4'849.
A BAHAMAS PARTY Cruise, 6 days only
$2791 Jamaica & Florida, 6 days only $2991
Daytona only $1591 Panama City only $991
Spring Break Travel 1-800-638-6786.
SPRING BREAK in Cancun or Bahamas
from $299.001 Includes round-trip air, 7nights hotel, cruise, beach parties, free lunch
and much morel Organize a small groupearn free trip plus cash. Call 1-800-BEACH
IT.

ATTORNEY AND WIFE, unable to have children, long to share love with a child. We'll
provide all the security and advantages you'd
ever want for your baby. Call Audrey & Jeff
collect (914)472-8658. Medical and legal
expenses paid.

SPIRIT OF LIFE FULL GOSPEL CHURCH
Sunday at 2pm at 617 9th Ave., Huntington
(Jr. League Community Center). Everyone
Welcome! Pastor: Rev. Gail Karawan.

FURNISHED2-BRapt. nearpark. New paint,
carpet, and miniblinds. Central heat and air.
No pets. $400/mdnth (utilities included) +DD.
328 W. 11th Ave., Huntington, WV.
PARKING SPACE by Glaser Furniture. $40/
semester, firm. Call 525-6422.
PARKING SPACES - 1/2 Block off campus.
Call 429-2611 .

1985 RENAULT ALLIANCE. Auto, A/C, PS,
FOUND GOLD CHAIN - Call 522-4899.

new brakes, exhaust, rebuilt transmission.
66,000 miles. WV Sticker. Runs and looks
good. $1425 or best offer. All offers considered. 529-2830 anytime.
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Counseling available to help The Sisters of Alpha XI Delta
would like to
students cope during crisis cong_ratulate Misaabrana Bare
By Anissa Henderson
Reporter·- - - - - - - - -

Helping students cope with the Persian Gulfcrisis, make career decisions

and overcome other personal problems,
are issues handled daily in the Office of
Counseling Services.
Stephen W. Hensley, assistant dean
for student affairs, said three basic
typesofcounselingservicesareoffered:
personal, which deals with depression,
anxiety and low self-esteem; school-related, which deals with majors, tutoring services and career decisions; and
trauma-related, which deals with sexual abuse, eating and behavioral disorders and substance abuse.
He said more students are seeking
counseling because of depression or
stress.
·
"You don't have to be crazy to come
in. As a matter offact, most of our students are functiQning quite well and
just want to do better."
He said symptoms of depression include loss or gain of weight, lack of
energy and suicidal or negative feelings.

. DBA
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Students are also showing great concem about the Persian Gulf.
"We're going to try to get a support
group started because so many students have loved ones in the Middle
East."
Alcohol abuse is a big problem on
this campus, he 11aid. "I think the real
danger concerning alcohol is intoxication. There are definite links between
intoxication and sexual assault.•
He also said the campus has seen "a
growing number of sexual assaults"
and said to help avoid an attack, studentsshouldtravelingroupsandcarry
a limited amount of money.
Counseling services are available
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. andduring times of emergency. The office is located on the first
floor of Prichard Hall and can be contacted at 696-3111.

their· new
Initiates:

Amy Beckett
Christa Boggs
Lisa Gilkerson
Erica Goodballet
Allison Lantz
Michelle Lehmann
Jodi Newman
..,._. Stacy Parker
· Julie Patton
Amy Pickens
Michelle Rakes
Kellie Sammons
Lavette Sturgill
Angie Williams
Kerry Wright

1323 4th Ave.
523-4445
Tans, Videos, Gifts

•••••••••••••••••••

Get Ready for
Spring Break NOW!

7 Tans

$15°0

Tones $1.50 each _

ALL DICTIONARIES

25%0FF

ALL TIMEX WATCHES

25%0FF ADDITIONAL

ALL CLEARANCE CLOTHING

25°/4 OFF

Buy One Get One FREE
Irish Spring Soap
Dennison Hi-Liter

29c
79c

Not valic:I in combination with other specials or coupons.

